Digital elevation models (DEM) are extensively used in hydrological analysis to obtain distributed hydrological attributes and the flow direction. Demerits are consistently hindering hydrologists despite the ease of using DEM with several existing methods . A new method of assigning flow directions based on flow tendency is proposed in this paper. Iterative search of continuous pits and flats are embedded inside. This method is named as Ranked Flow Tendency (RAFT) method. A storage function method is used to simulate the water movement taking the DEM of Kamishiiba Reservoir Site (210 km2) as the case . The results are compared against the conventional D8 method and modified D8 method for flow networks . The proposed RAFT method yields better flow path and is able to trace the reservoir sites . This method shows its better ability to involve more cells at off-peak wet region in flow routing .
INTRODUCTION
Digital elevation models (DEM) are widely used in hydrological analysis to determine the flow paths. A window of continuous iterative flow path defining algorithm is usually run from beginning grid cells to the end, which, in the mean time, calculates and assigns the flow direction for each cell. The obtained flow direction information are not only used to trace hydrological attributes such as river networks, channel positions, hydrological flow routing, sediment and contaminant movements but also to measure distributed quantities like upslope area and specific catchment area. Several researchers 1),2),3),4),5),6)have used the upslope area and specific catchment's value as an important distributed quantity in grid-based distributed modeling of hydrological processes. It is therefore understandable the significant importance of flow direction to a hydrologist that represents the natural flow process accurately as much as possible.
A new method, named as ranked flow tendency (RAFT) method, to define the flow direction is presented in this paper. This is a multi-directional method, which has attempted to consider the flow mechanism referred to land surface slope to obtain the flow directions. The proposed method is tested at Kamishiiba reservoir with 210 sq. km. catchments in Kyushu, Japan. The results are compared against conventional D8 method7) and modified D8 method.
BACKGROUND
The earliest and simplest method for specifying flow directions using grid DEM is to assign flow in the direction with steepest downward slope from each cell to one of its eight neighbors. Designating this method as D8 method7), it has been widely used in hydrology for flow direction mapping and to evaluate hydrological attributes.
Several disadvantages and limitation are reported while using D8 method2),8),9). Alternatives to D8 method have been investigated and tried by several researchers. Following methods can be listed as the sequential advancement in this direction. Multiple flow direction method10) (usually termed as MS method) recognizes Multiple Slopes (MS) to allocate fraction of flow proportional to slope downstream. Another similar method11) uses the slope to an exponent. The MS methods are criticized for drawbacks of too much dispersed flow. Associating a probability which refers to an aspect angle as same as that of expected flow direction, Rho8 method12) is suggested to obtain the flow direction, which is criticized on its disability to reproduce the result and random wiggles. Improved Rho8 method13), called Lea's method, has routed the flow as a rolling ball released on a plane from the center of each grid cell. DEMON2) has advanced the Lea's method. Both Lea's method and DEMON are questioned on plane fitting technique that may mislead the determined flow direction. Demerits, those the hydrologists want to remove, are still appearing even after many methods. Search of an efficient method that attempts to address the encountered weaknesses preserving the strengths has inspired to think of a new method to define the flow direction.
RANKED FLOW TENDENCY METHOD (1) Basic concept
While conceptualizing the slope as a driving agent to cause flow; the non-linear relation between flow and slope should not be neglected. To assume the surface slope as a measure to define the flow direction, one should recall that any slope just represents the tendency to occur flow along that direction by the magnitude of its non-linearly dependent component. The flow tendency may be quantified to represents the possibility to occur flow on each infinite strip of slope direction, which is termed here as "Virtual Flow Tendency" (VFT). The VFT has its own magnitude and direction; therefore, it is a vector.
An area with variable sloped surfaces can be divided into multiple infinite strips of uniform sloped surfaces. VFT exists for each of these strips (see Fig.1 ). A resultant vector shown in Equation (1) of the multiple strip VFT vectors should represent the resultant VFT vector for that area (see Fig.2 ).
( 
Here, F is the flow tendency (see Fig.3 ), s1 and s2 are adjacent and diagonal slopes respectively (see Fig.4 ), which are assigned zero if negative. The maximum F is then found by comparing the F of all 8 triangular facets. The direction corresponding to the maximum F determines flow direction from the central cell of the window. ) reported that their proposed method has not produced significant change in result than the D8 method. From an investigation using arbitrary DEM data, it is revealed that multiple flow directions often appear at local peak regions by their method, which mostly remains dry on flow routing. Ascending and descending lines mostly overlap at off-peak wet regions and premises of major channel, which may have produced negligible improvement on entire hydrological simulation.
The proposed VFT approach attempts to fulfill the need of multidirectional divergence at off-peak region. A strategy of involving multiple higher Fs improves the ability to trace most of the lower cells. The multiple Fs are chosen on the basis of their rank from the maximum (see Fig.3 ) that designates this method as Ranked Flow Tendency (RAFT) method. The RAFT method provides facility to limit the maximum number of receiver cells. For example, maximum four lower cells, those connected with two triangular facets, are traced by choosing the highest and second highest Fs. Similarly, maximum six lower cells may be traced if third highest F is also accommodated. In this way, the Ranked Flow Tendency becomes able to incorporate much larger wet zones. •\ 243•\ (6) Pit removal DEM data contains pits and flats either representing the naturally existed pits or due to some error within itself. The VFT remains negative (that represents no down slope) in such cells. The pits need preprocessing to fill up such that a leveled surface is formed by referring the lowest neighbor cell. The adjacent flat surface grid cells are linked together to behave as a flat region. An iterative checking is performed whether the flat regions are again behaving as a pit or not. If, entire flat region is behaving as a pit, then the region is broadened, until it detects a cell that drains to a neighbor cell, which ultimately drains to a lower elevation. The water level inside pits and flats are maintained uniform every time allowing them to flow any direction.
Generally, the highest and second highest values Fl and F2 (see Fig.3 ) are found almost enough to trace most of the significant divergences at wet flow region including pits and flats in a test simulation using arbitrary DEM data. The concept of Ranked Flow Tendency (RAFT) based on the presented description is proposed to define the flow direction in a DEM based analysis and hydrological simulation. 
APPLICATION AND RESULT
The proposed method is applied to Kamishiiba reservoir site using a DEM of 50-m grid resolution. This data is referred from Digital Map of Geological Survey Institute, Japan (shown in Fig.6 ). After necessary preprocessing of pit removals, the flow directions and corresponding F values are evaluated. Then the connection relations among the grid cells are defined by choosing Fl and F2. The distribution weights are determined on the basis of flow direction and chosen F1 and F2 to allocate fractions of flow to the connected cells.
To create a density map of flow accumulation, unit depth of effective rain water is fed to all grid cells in the beginning, which gradually disappear from the peak regions and accumulate along the offpeaks in both D8 and RAFT method. The density map plots darker segment for higher accumulation of water and vice versa resulting a flow path map (see Fig.7 ). The D8 method's flow accumulation technique can not simply be used in any multidirectional methods, including RAFT as it may produce cyclic accumulation. Instead, a new algorithm to catch higher flow during the flow routing is used in RAFT method. By plotting a density map of the caught flows, it produces the flow path map.
The pits are treated in RAFT method by iterative search of connected pits, but D8 method generates parallel lines (discussed in section 5). To Here, r is inflow depth, q is outflow depth, h is storage depth, n is Manning's coefficient, s is slope determined by h along flow path, L is flow length.
Uniform depth of effective rainfall, which is applied as input at the beginning, generates runoff at the outlet of reservoir. The runoff from the reservoir is treated as discharge from the cell to transfer to downstream cell. Discharge from upstream 
WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES?
Figures 7, 8 and 9 presented here for comparison, clearly show the difference between the D8, modified D8 and the new RAFT methods. The RAFT method (Fig. 9) has performed better to represent the topographic characteristics and flow map that are clearly visible comparing it against elevation density map (Fig. 6 ) and other results.
Many disconnected river segments that appeared in D8 method (Fig. 7) are improved by the RAFT method (Fig. 9) . RAFT method has displayed improved modeling of the flow along the multiple sets of adjacent off-peak cells (Figs. 10-c and 10-d) unlike that in D8 method (Figs. 10-a and 10-b) , which may be useful to imagine the channel width. The parallel lines, which are generated on reservoir site by D8 method (Fig. 11-a) , are not repeated in RAFT method (Fig. 11-c) , but instead, it displayed uniform water level representing the reservoir area. D8 method with modified pit removal algorithm has not produced parallel lines, and it still fails to give well result ( Fig. 11-b) as that of RAFT method (Fig. 11-c) . Thus, the proposed method displays promising ability to handle the lake/reservoir. Parallel flow line representation of lake often is matter of headache to hydrologists as they produce erroneous interpretations in hydrological simulation.
Only the flow direction issues, of course, not necessarily be enough to define the correct hydrological process because the hydrological model's algorithm and parameters do matter a lot. Nevertheless, to analyze DEM based hydrological process without correct representation of flow direction may be analogous to a blind man's walking without his white stick.
CONCLUSION
There is a remarkably great attraction of using DEM in hydrological analysis. To represent the correct flow condition in DEM based analysis is, therefore, an important work for a hydrologist. A new RAFT-method is proposed and tested in Kamishiiba reservoir site, Kyushu, Japan.
The RAFT method has displayed better representation of channel networks. The RAFT method is able to represent the diverge distribution of flow and converge distribution as well. It has displayed promising ability of displaying and modeling the lake/reservoir site. The RAFT method is found able to trace most of wet regions in the tested area.
Modified D8 method gives significant indication of rapid flow down unlike the RAFT method. Multidirectional consideration of RAFT method should represent the real water movement more correct than the modified D8 method. 
